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Sor much of Yarch and Opril it
appeared that this might be the last time we
would need to chronicle the progress of the
Qovid pandemicI _accination was well under
wayG its effectiveness higher than previously
predictedG and new infection rates were
plummetingI Uslington was consistently below
the Zational rate and often the lowest in
XondonI On end to lockdown was mapped outG
supposedly based on data not datesG but the
original dates have been maintained even when
the data was better than anticipatedI
`ith vaccines so successfulG the only
threat seemed to come from importing the virusG
probably with a new mutant strainG from
countries where vaccination lagged behindI
Ond sure enoughG just as the first significant
relaxation of lockdown was upon usG that is
precisely what happenedI
Rven the Tome \ecretaryG in a rare
departure from the official government lineG had
acknowledged that it had been a mistake not to
clamp down on visitors from abroadG so it
beggared belief that Undia was kept from the Bred
listB when [akistan and Pangladesh were added
to itI ]heir rates of transmission were well
below that in UndiaG and the argument that the
type of transmission determined the judgement
would be laughable were the consequences not
so potentially seriousI ]he [rime YinisterDs
determination to visit his opposite number in
Undia overHrode all other considerations just as
his determination that everyone should have
good time at Qhristmas had done four months
earlierI
UncrediblyG it took until Vune for
Teathrow Oirport to segregate passengers
returning from red zone countries from those
back from the green zoneI
]his was the more regrettable because it
followed the great success of the vaccination
programmeI ]he delivery of vaccinesG overseen
by Wate Pingham who learned from the mistakes
of Paroness Tarding and made use of existing
ZT\ structuresG was goodG but the political
triumph was the decision to buy into various
vaccines still being developed last YayI On
alternative governmentG particularly one led by

\ir Wier \tarmerG would almost certainly have
gone in with the R^I
`hen the \pring edition of Uslington
Zews went to pressG the main concern was
whether the government had been right to delay
second jabs in order to speed the delivery of first
jabsG against the advice of the manufacturers Ethe
scienceFI Sor a while this looked soundN there
were even reports that the vaccine was more
effective if the second dose were delayedI Put
the arrival of the delta variantG first identified in
UndiaG brought a hasty change of heartI ]he
emphasis now is on fully vaccinating everyone
over MJ by the end of this monthG and on
reducing the delay between jabs to eight weeksI
]he Vohnson C Vohnson vaccine recently
authorised requires only one dose but there is no
evidence yet as to its effectiveness against the
latest variantI
]he Unquiry into what went wrong has
been kicked into the long grass of LJLLI Uts
main constructive purpose is to establish lessons
for the futureG to avoid what went wrong when
the next pandemic comes alongI ]he timing of
the first lockdown may not after all prove to have
been significantI ]he lack of [[RG the discharge
of patients back into care homes without testing
for QovidG the delay to the second and third
lockdowns and the failure to limit the
importation of the virus through a lack of test
and trace on arrival and inadequate quarantine
remain in the frameI Ut was something of a
relief that the government at last acknowledged
the error over travel from Undia Eby deed not
wordF when [ortugal was swiftly moved from the
green list of countries to amberI ]he airline
industry took another hit but if this will facilitate
further relaxation of restrictions the economy
and the mental health of many more people will
be the better for itI
Py the time this reaches members it
should be known whether the final step out of
lockdownG or part of itG can go ahead on Vune
LKstI [redictions are rarely wisely madeG but the
likelihood seems to be that some restrictions will
remain in place while there will be a relaxation
of others currently in placeI
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· we support conservation planning work to preserve
the borough's historic fabric and individual buildings
of distinction
· we campaign for a high standard of design in new
buildings
· we encourage best practice through awards for
good architecture in new or refurbished buildings
· we organise a varied programme of events
including talks, walks and site visits
· we campaign for better public transport and for
priority for people travelling on foot or by bike
· we produce publications that celebrate Islington's
history and its social and cultural diversity

· we publish neighbourhood walking trails to foster
exploration awareness and pride of place
· we build links between residents officials and
councillors
· we send advisers to Council groups dealing with
development, the environment and transport
· we are represented on the London Forum of Civic
& Amenity Societies, which takes up cross-borough
issues and is a member of Civic Voice
B we publish a regular newsletter
The views expressed in the Islington Society’s
Journal are not necessarily those of the Editor or the
Society's adopted policy.
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